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Abstract 

Point of this paper is to propose some data on pitch screw measure. Pitch screw check is a kind 

of screw measure. It goes about as estimating instrument. It is fundamentally utilized in Science 

and Technology, Manufacturing procedures and in Engineering. It is by and large in a screw 

check. The pitch of screw is the separation moved by axle per upset. The pitch is the pivotal 

separation among strings, and the separation the string moves with a 360-degree upset. For the 

most part, Pitch is the separation between two peaks in the string or in straightforward, remove 

between two strings. In this paper we discuss the utilization of pitch screw check and a portion of 

its significance. The principal micrometric screw was concocted by William Gascoigne in the 

seventeenth Century, as an improvement of the Vernier. Pitch of screw is essentially used to 

check the pitch of the material. Pitch of a screw is characterized as the separation moved by the 

tip of the screw when its top is turned through one finish transformation. Pitch is the straight 

separation gone by the screw head in a fruitful pivot of screw. Screw Gauge or all the more 

regularly micrometer screw utilizes a screw to enhance a little development so it very well may 

be effectively perused. Micrometer screw check is a type of calipers utilized for estimating little 

measurements. Sink check broadly utilized in the designing field for getting accuracy 

estimations. The article portrays the standard and principle parts of an essential micrometer 

screw check. 

Keywords: Pitch screw Gauge, Importance of Pitch Screw Gauge, and Uses of Pitch 

Screw Gauge. 
 

Introduction 

 
The screw check is an instrument utilized for estimating precisely the breadth of a thin wire or 

the thickness of a sheet of metal. It comprises of a U-formed casing fitted with a screwed shaft 

which is appended to a thimble. The pitch of the screw is the separation moved by the axle per 

insurgency. To discover this, the separation progressed by the head scale over the pitch scale for 

an unequivocal number of finish pivots of the screw is resolved. Essentially, Screw check or 

micrometer screw check is an estimating instrument utilized for accuracy estimation. An 

estimating gadget utilized broadly in the mechanical building field, micrometer screw check is 

utilized for estimating to a great degree little measurements. A screw check can even quantify 

measurements littler than those deliberate by a Vernier Caliper. Having a place with the group of 

calipers, micrometer screw measures likewise comprises of two unique scales. 
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of screw pitch guage 

Slightest tally of Screw Gauge is 0.001 cm and Pitch of Screw Gauge is 0.1 cm. The screw check 

is an instrument utilized for estimating precisely the width of a thin wire or the thickness of a 

sheet of metal. It comprises of a U-formed casing fitted with a screwed axle which is appended 

to a thimble. Parallel to the pivot of the thimble, a scale graduated in mm is engraved. This is 

called pitch scale. A sleeve is appended to the leader of the screw. The leader of the screw has a 

ratchet which evades undue fixing of the screw. On the thimble there is a round scale known as 

head scale which is partitioned into 50 or 100 a balance of. At the point when the screw is 

worked, the sleeve moves over the pitch scale. The pitch of the screw is the separation moved by 

the shaft per upheaval. To discover this, the separation progressed by the head scale over the 

pitch scale for a distinct number of finish turns of the screw is resolved. It is utilized to quantify 

length, profundity, distance across and so on. It utilizes an exactly pitched screw with a dial to 

gauge turns of the screw. The measure is utilized related to different adornments like a casing 

and iron block and called a micrometer. Micrometer Screw checks deals with the basic standard 

of changing over little separations into bigger ones by estimating the revolution of the screw. 

This "screw" rule encourages perusing of littler separations on a scale in the wake of intensifying 

them. To just it further, how about we take a typical screw with strings. While embeddings a 

screw, the string turns for a specific number of times. Every pivot of this screw can be connected 

to a proportionate hub development, which is known as the lead or pitch of the screw. On the off 

chance that every one of the strings of the screw are made with a steady pitch, which is as of now 

known, the measure of pivotal development created can be effectively followed on a scale. The 

micrometer screw check utilizes this standard to quantify measurements. Micrometers are 

likewise utilized in telescopes or magnifying lens to gauge the evident distance across of 

heavenly bodies or infinitesimal articles. Micrometers utilize the rule of a screw to increase little 

separations (that are too little to gauge specifically) into extensive revolutions of the screw that 

are sufficiently huge to peruse from a scale. The precision of a micrometer gets from the 

exactness of the string shapes that are key deeply of its plan. For some situation it is a differential 

screw.  

The fundamental working standards of a micrometer are as per the following:  
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1. The measure of turn of a precisely influenced screw to can be straightforwardly and accurately 

connected to a specific measure of hub development (and the other way around), through the 

steady known as the screw's lead. A screw's lead is the separation it advances pivotally with one 

finish turn (360°). In many strings [that is, in all single-begin threads], lead and pitch allude to 

basically a similar idea.)  

 

2. With a suitable lead and real width of the screw, a given measure of hub development will be 

enhanced in the subsequent circumferential development.  

In great style simple micrometers, the situation of the thimble is perused straightforwardly from 

scale markings on the thimble and sleeve (for names of parts see next area). A scale is frequently 

included, which enables the situation to be perused to a small amount of the littlest scale stamp. 

In advanced micrometers, an electronic readout shows the length carefully on a LCD on the 

instrument. There additionally exist mechanical-digit variants, similar to the style of auto 

odometers where the numbers "move over". 

Scales:  

A micrometer screw check additionally utilizes two scales – fundamental and auxiliary scales. 

The optional scale is given on the thimble and is the estimation of the pitch of the screw. This 

implies the perusing on the auxiliary scale estimates the separation moved by the thimble per 

turn. The scale on thimble is separated into 50 equivalent amounts of and measures hundredths 

of a millimeter. The thimble scale turns over the shaft or the principle scale. The fundamental 

scale is a millimeter scale subdivided into equivalent amounts of with a large portion of a 

millimeter remove. At the point when the protest is to be estimated, it is set in the middle of the 

blacksmith's iron and the axle. Readings from both the scales are considered for touching base at 

the last estimation. Micrometer screw measure is a fragile gadget and therefore exceptional 

consideration ought to be grasped while taking care of it. In addition, it is additionally imperative 

that the micrometer is very much adjusted to keep any sort of mistake in the last perusing. 

Formula: The pitch can be represented as: 

1) Pitch of screw = Distance moved by screw / Number of full rotations given. 

2) Least Count of the Screw Gauge: The Least count (LC) is the distance moved by the tip of 

the screw, when the screw is turned through 1 division of the head scale. 

The least count can be calculated using the formula: 

Least Count = Pitch / Total number of divisions on the circular scale. 
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of screw pitch gauge showing its construction details. 

 

Stud: It is the fixed part mounted at one end of frame exactly parallel to the moving screw which 

move towards it, stud face which comes directly in contact to the object being measured is 

machined extremely fine so to achieve highest degree of precision.  

Screw: The cylindrical part which displaces by rotation of thimble decreasing the clearance 

between itself and stud until the object being measured become stable between the two of them, 

in modern micrometer screw gauges, stud and screw open face is tipped with crab ide. 

Frame: The body used to hold the stud and barrel firmly in their place is called frame, in micro 

meter screw gauges, thick C shaped frames are used. Their mass helps in minimization of 

expansion or contraction due to temperature some manufacturers also deliver gauges with 

insulated frames to serve the above-mentioned purpose. 

Thimble: It is the part through which measuring screw is rotated, this screwing results in the 

displacement of spindle and thimble itself. 

Ratchet: Ratchet is itself a small device which is used to provide a limited applied force, It is 

installed at the right end of screw gauge, ratchet acts as a safety device for instruments and also 

adds more precision in measurement. Final adjustment is made by a making three turns of 

ratchet.  

Scales: Screw gauge comes with two scales, one rotating scale which can be found on its 

rotating cylindrical part it is also called circular scale and the other one can be found on its 

stationary sleeve which is called main scale or pitch scale, some designs of instrument can also 

have a Vernier scale as well. 

 

Errors of Screw Gauge: When both ends (stud and spindle) of the screw gauge each other in 

such a way the zeros of both circular scale and main scale exactly overlap each other, then there 

is no error. Otherwise, the instruments have an error called zero error. Zero error can be negative 

or positive. 

1) Negative Zero Error of screw gauge: If the zero of the circular scale above the index line 

(reference) line, then error is negative. So, zero correction will be positive. 
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2) Positive Zero Error of screw gauge: If the zero of circular scale is below the reference line 

or index line then zero error will be positive. So zero correction will be positive. 

                                          

 

Importance of Screw Gauge 

There are numerous items that are intended to be built from specific checks of specific materials. 

In the event that the metal is too thin, it could wind up delicate and inclined to breaking. On the 

off chance that the material is too thick, then again, at that point the question probably won't 

work as wanted. To picture that, envision the pivot of an entryway, in the event that it were too 

thick, the entryway could never close legitimately, or would make harm the encompassing edge. 

While an entryway not shutting legitimately may appear like an insignificant bother, envision 

alternate things throughout your life that rely upon being of a uniform thickness, for example, the 

windshield of your auto. On the off chance that one spot was more slender than another, that 

defect can cause a frail spot, bringing about the windshield shattering on effect.  

 

There are numerous things in our lives that require to be either a specific check or uniform and 

even all through, which is precisely what a micrometer can identify. On the off chance that this 

weren't the situation, the outcomes could go anyplace from badly designed to cataclysmic. All 

together for a micrometer to be precise, it must be painstakingly made and aligned, which is 

precisely what Garber Metrology spends significant time in. Regardless of whether it's for 

usefulness, security, or sparing your organization profitable assets, Garber is the name to trust. In 

this way, it is essentially utilized in science and innovation, assembling and designing. We 

utilized it to gauge the distance across of material or thickness of material. 
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Conclusion 

 
 At last we come to conclusion that pitch screw gauge is essential for measuring the things and it 

is on the screw gauge which is also known as micrometer screw gauge. The pitch of screw is the 

distance moved by spindle per revolution. The pitch is the axial distance between threads, and 

the distance the thread moves with a 360-degree revolution. Pitch of a screw is defined as the 

distance moved by the tip of the screw when its cap is turned through one complete revolution. 

Pitch is the linear distance travelled by the screwhead in a successful rotation of screw. Screw 

Gauge or more often micrometer screw uses a screw to amplify a very small movement so that it 

can be easily read. Pitch screw has also various types of error like positive zero error or negative 

zero error. There are usually two types of scale first is circular scale or other is pitch scale. 
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